
The “Tone Of The Gods” pedal 

 

Thanks your ears for buying The Tone Of The Gods Pedal.  

This pedal has actually been in existence for a couple of 

years, after around ten years of research and development.  

The aim was to create the very best Boost Pedal on the 

market today, and after many trials next to many other top 

of the line boost pedals, we can ascertain that we have 

achieved just that. The best most transparent and super head 

room pedal on the market today.  



This pedal brings together a long time of planning and testing 

of different components and component layouts for the best 

possible boost without any compromise to your current 

guitar rigs tone.  

The boost section uses full voltage tube amp spec capacitors 

for true head room and proper decay of sustain to be an 

exact amp channel, as if this pedal is built into your amp from 

the factory.  

This is what the pedal is. It is a pre-amp channel of a tube 

amp that uses Mosfets instead of tubes to bring you absolute 

flat response. This means what tone you already have, will 

stay completely intact without tonal changes, like mid 

humps, or mushy bass response etc, like a lot of pedals fall 

over with.  

If you have gain taking place with your amp, then using this 

pedal with give you MORE gain that is exactly the same as 

the gain your amp is already putting out, except, you will 

have MORE and it will sound a lot more musical to your ears!  

The Pedal is a true cascaded circuit. A true to life boost that is 

designed in the spirit of Jose Arrendendo and Cesar Diaz amp 

tech Gurus. To cascade an amps pre-amp circuit to allow for 

pure tone, but a whole lot of what your amp already has 

present. The tone is natural, unmolestered tone, without 

bass issues, no middle issues, and no treble frequencies that 

hurt your ears. There is NO changes to your tone, only MORE 

of what you already have.   



There is an EQ section to adjust each frequency if you want 

to, in case you have a middle tone within your amp that you 

would either like more of, or less of, thus, the pedal can bring 

about an adjustment to your overall tone “if need be”.  

The EQ section on the pedal has 100% perfect unity. i.e. 

when you place the boost section of this pedal into any amp, 

you can easily find exact unity gain and tone easily with the 

turning of the knobs, to a point where you can switch the 

pedal on and off and nothing at all happens to your rigs tone, 

no volume boost, no mid humps, and so on.  This is called 

“perfect unity gain”.  Then you turn up the boost knob from 

there to gain MORE sustain and more gain and a more 

musical response from your amp. Your own amps tone will 

simply sound better, from all angles. MOJO!   

The Tone Of The Gods Pedal also contains one of the very 

best overdrive sections in the business. The vintage 

component built True Vintage JD Screamer Pedal.  This pedal 

brings about the old school tube screamer and Klon type 

circuit into play for when you may be playing through a clean 

amp that needs some grit added, some more drive added 

etc, then you can add MORE of everything with the boost 

section of the pedal after the drive section is doing its thing.  

When using the Boost section into a very clean amp, you will 

boost the clean, and it will be MORE clean, i.e. very loud 

clean, i.e. MORE of what you already have. So a great big 

boost to your clean, yet if you want some grit to your clean 

channel, then add the overdrive section, until you find an 



amazing little bit of grit to your clean tone of your amp, and 

then you can boost everything with the boost section. 

Think: Old Style Marshall plexi / JTM45 just before breakup 

non master volume amp, “The Sweet Spot”, that X factor that 

Jimi and Eric Clapton and others had from those amps.    

To add, the JD Screamer, overdrive section of the pedal also 

has a lot of output on its own, so some of the time, you may 

only use the overdrive channel anyhow.  But it is all up to 

you, there is not proper setting, or best setting, because 

guitar playing and tone creation is an art form, and you will 

adjust all settings as per usual to your own personal liking, 

until you find that something special, (YOUR TONE).  

The pedal runs on a 9Volt centre negative adapter the same 

as boss style adapter.  The adapter needs around 300ma of 

power and be of good quality.  

The pedal doesn’t come with an adapter, because we have 

sold many of our pedals to professional’s players who already 

have high grade multi power supplies and found that 

everyone is different in their area of the world, so we leave 

that part up to you. Any music store will have the proper 

power supply.  

The pedal uses heavy duty HF enclosures to block out outside 

interference, and strong enough to take decades of hard 

gigging.  

Hard Wire true bypass is used on both channels  

Select NOS JRC4558D IC chips are using within the JD 

Screamer channel of the pedal alongside many other true 



vintage parts that has been collected over the years from the 

early days of rock n roll to give the pedal some quirks and 

MOJO that you will find within this pedal.  

High quality Alpha Pots 

Heavy Duty input and output jacks 

Check out all the workshop demos on youtube. More are 

coming weekly now after this pedal has been released and 

some pro player demos will be coming soon aswell.  

Enjoy your new pedal. This pedal has been a labour of love, 

and a mission in finding a rare gem tone machine that should 

will become one of those classic pedals that will certainly 

hold its price and will be sort after indeed.  

Let your ears do the talking. The ears don’t lie!!  

ENJOY!  

 

 

 


